
Sunday  9 September 2018

12:04 All Night Programme

12:05 Music after Midnight; 12:30 Living With
Nature (BBC); 1:05 Our Changing World (RNZ);
2:05 Heart and Soul (BBC); 2:35 Hymns on
Sunday (RNZ); 3:05 Doing Time by Liz Breslin
read by Loren Taylor (RNZ); 3:30
CrowdScience (BBC); 4:30 Te Waonui a Te
Manu Korihi (RNZ) 5:10 The Denniston Rose
by Jenny Pattrick read by Grant Tilly (13 of 20,
RNZ); 5:45 Lonely Duck (RNZ)

6:08 Storytime

Wise Man and the Mountain, by David
Somerset, told by Peter Vere Jones; The New
House Villain, by Margaret Mahy, told by
Fiona Samuel; Miriam, by Robin Nathan, told
by Denise O'Connell; Manukura the White
Kiwi, by Joy Cowley, told by Ria Walker;
Stewed Cat, by Ruth Corrin, told by Stuart
Devenie; The Parkhurst Boys, by Margaret
Beames, told by William Kircher (RNZ)
7:10 Sunday Morning with Wallace
Chapman

A fresh attitude on current affairs, the news
behind the news, in-depth documentaries,
sport from the outfield, politics from the
insiders, plus Mediawatch, 'The House' and
music
7:35 The House
Legislation, issues and insights from
Parliament (RNZ)
8:10 Insight
An award-winning documentary programme
providing comprehensive coverage of
national and international current affairs
(RNZ)
9:06 Mediawatch
Critical examination and analysis of recent
performance and trends in New Zealand's
news media (RNZ)
12:12 Standing Room Only with Lynn
Freeman

It's an 'all access pass' to what's happening in
the worlds of arts and entertainment
1:10 At the Movies
A weekly topical magazine programme about
current film releases and film-related topics
(RNZ)
2:05 The Laugh Track
3:04 The 3 O'Clock Drama

Wednesday to Come by Renee

A powerful portrayal of depression survival
set in 1934 as the government was reducing
relief payments to balance its books, and the
desperation that followed led to
demonstrations, riots and a hunger march
from the East Coast to Wellington. (RNZ)

4:30 The Sunday Feature

Conflict Comedy

Northern Ireland is renowned for its
friendliness and sense of humour but after
40 years of violence how do you keep
laughing? The conflict has brought out a very
particular brand of humour unique to the
country, much darker and sharper  than
other Gaelic humour  - But what can it tell us
about healing conflict ? (BBC)

5:00 The World at Five

A roundup of today's news and sport
5:10 Heart and Soul

Faith and Healing

For years, Caroline Wyatt, travelled the world
as the BBC's  Religious Affairs Correspondent
and its Defence Correspondent. She now has
Multiple Sclerosis, and in a deeply personal
programme she shares the battle she is
fighting with her own body and her faith.
Caroline sets out on a journey of exploration,
seeking answers by talking to other people of
different faiths to her but also facing a
lifetime of chronic illness about how they
reconcile their pain, suffering, fear and doubt
with their beliefs.(BBC)

5:40 Te Waonui a Te Manu Korihi

A weekly roundup of news on Maori issues
(RNZ)
6:06 Te Ahi Kaa

Exploring issues and events from a tangata
whenua perspective (RNZ)
6:40 Voices

A weekly feature where the focus is ethnic
communities (RNZ)
7:05 The TED Radio Hour

A crafted hour of ideas worth sharing
presented by Guy Raz (NPR)
8:06 Sunday Night with Grant Walker

An evening of music and nostalgia (RNZ)
10:00 The 10 O'Clock Report

A roundup of today's news and sport
10:12 Mediawatch

Critical examination and analysis of recent

performance and trends in New Zealand's
news media (RNZ)
10:45 The House

Legislation, issues and insights from
Parliament (RNZ)
11:04 The Retro Cocktail Hour

An hour of music that's "shaken, not stirred"
every week from the Underground Martini
Bunker at Kansas Public Radio (KPR)
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